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ARTWORK REPRODUCTION MUTUAL AGREEMENT
Copyrights
I _______________ (in hereafter refer to as owner) submit the original of the artwork
titled _____________________________ to Colossal Image Printing Corp. (hereafter
refer as CIPC) for reproduction. I hereby confirmed that I am the owner or duly
authorized agent of the above artwork’s copyright. I am releasing the right to Colossal
Image Printing Corp. to photograph, scan, and digitize the said artwork solely for
reproduction purpose only. All recorded media are the properties of CIPC for archival
purpose thereafter. CIPC will not transfer, display, exhibit, and sell any form of the
artwork without a written authorization of the owner under the copyright law of the United
States Title 17. Further copyright information can be obtained in the US Copyright Office
at http://www.copyright.gov/
Color Reproduceability.
I understand that there are limitations of the recording and reproducing media i.e. film,
scanner, printer etc. have their physical limitation to completely record, and reproduce
the full color spectrum and tonality. I have read the Kodak technical publication E-73
titled Why a Color May Not Reproduce Correctly. However, it is Colossal Image Printing
responsibility to provide its best effort to match the original artwork color as much as
possible during the proofing and printing process.
Sending your work to us.
I agree to send my artwork to CIPC and am fully responsible for its packing, insurance
and freight. I also am willing to leave the artwork to CIPC for at least 5 business days so
that allowing CIPC to have enough time to match the originals.
General guidelines of handling and storage of your Giclee prints
Although CIPC use the highest quality ink and media available in the market, these
prints should still be handled like originals. I have read the document provided by CIPC
titled “Caring for your Giclee Prints” for storage and handling information. Further
information of the prints permanence ratings is available through Wilhelm Imaging
Research (www.wilhelm-research)
Payment and Terms
A 50% deposit is required for start of any work. Balance is due upon the proof approval.
Unless you have a valid resale certificate, all state and local sales tax applied.
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Please sign and return with your artwork.
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